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Abstract: After three years have passed since the start of “Un día una arquitecta” (One day, a 

woman architect), a revision is deemed necessary with a view to continuing creating 

mechanisms that promote the visibility of women architects, in addition to building up 

professional networks at an international level.   

“Un día | una arquitecta” has undertaken various initiatives on and around the blog. These 

have been of a communicative, academic and political nature together with actions carried 

out to stand up for women’s rights. In the face of the traditional paradigms which perpetuate 

the omission, belittling and underrepresentation of women in contemporary professional 

realms, we pose the question as to the repercussion that our work has had so far.  

We consider that a gender perspective and feminism should be the essence of a person’s 

outlook on the world and should underlie their way to act on it. Those groups, such as ours, 

involved in the task of giving women a voice should exert their influence in the spaces where 

public opinion is formed. 

Aware of the fact that social changes and transformations precede normative structures and 

academic organizations with a patriarchal origin, we believe that the high impact visibility 

associated with different cultural productions (such as blogs, online encyclopedias, 

exhibitions, multimedia, awards, etc.) is a way to disseminate ideas and exercise influence on 

the social imaginary, i.e. it is the path to the inclusion and the consolidation of women’s 

presence in history. 
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Introduction 

After three years have passed since the start of “Un día | una arquitecta” (One day | a woman 

architect), a revision is deemed necessary with a view to continuing creating mechanisms that 

promote the visibility of women architects, in addition to building up professional networks 

at an international level.   

 



Involved in voluntary activism in favor of a fair cause, “Un día | una arquitecta” has 

undertaken various initiatives on and around the blog. These have been of a communicative, 

academic and political nature together with actions carried out to stand up for women’s 

rights. The group’s actions confront the traditional paradigms which perpetuate the omission, 

belittling and underrepresentation of women in contemporary professional realms; we pose 

the following questions as to the repercussion that our work has had so far: at which levels 

and in which spheres has it promoted other ways to understand the (current and historical) 

professional reality and the architectural fact itself? Where should we focus our efforts for a 

real transformation? 

 

The first epistemological rupture in the way we work has been our attempt to innovate by 

simultaneously producing thought and action. Simplifying the habitual process, we can state 

that, inside the academia, knowledge is constructed within a science and technology system 

which is validated by peers. At a later moment, knowledge leaves the academia, it is 

published (it is made public) and it gets to society at large. In our case, the research progress 

and results are shared in real time. These actions are taken in a conscious manner.  

 

Accessing the spaces where public opinion is formed is a way to encourage reflection and 

awareness so that the demands and the fight for rights originate in society itself (a bottom-up 

approach). Feminist activism is a type of activism that works toward sensitizing, protecting 

and fostering the rights of the feminist collective. 

 

We consider that a gender perspective and feminism should be the essence of a person’s 

outlook on the world and should underlie their way to act on it: a transversal look at all the 

strategies and decisions made by the representative bodies and by the referents of the 

professional and academic collective within the realm of architecture. In addition, the groups, 

such as ours, involved in the task of giving women a voice should exert their influence in the 

spaces where public opinion is formed, as a way to encourage reflection and a gender 

consciousness so as for the demands to come from the whole of society.  



An unwritten history 

“Women in history are like a sort of sand wall: they enter and exit public space without leaving any trace 

behind, their footprints erased.”1  

Women have been omitted from the history of architecture. Canonical bibliography is 

responsible for hiding and belittling the work done by women architects. If we analyze the 

profile of the prototypical architect, whose voice is included in publications, we notice that 

such an architect is a white Western male, mainly from Europe and the United States. 

Therefore, women’s history is written but from an outer perspective, it is narrated by male 

chroniclers who watch women from stereotypical viewpoints. Critics and historians have 

erased women’s footprints, giving all the credit to such women’s associates, husbands, 

fathers or brothers. This absence distorts and delimits the history of architecture. Even today, 

women architects are underrepresented in publications, exhibitions and the special awards of 

the world of architecture.  

 

Aware of the fact that social changes and transformations precede normative structures and 

academic organizations with a patriarchal origin, we believe that the high impact visibility 

associated with different cultural productions (such as blogs, online encyclopedias, 

exhibitions, multimedia, awards, etc.) is a way to disseminate ideas and exercise influence on 

the social imaginary, i.e. it is the path to the inclusion and the consolidation of women’s 

presence in history. 

 

The collective “Un día | una arquitecta” has conducted research on women architects’ 

invisibility (how they are made invisible) since 2015. We also promote and develop a 

constellation of actions, employing cyberspace to position counterhegemonic discourses and 

help dissolve the barriers there exist among professionals who are working on related topics.  

 

The group is made up of specialists involved in the realm of academic editing and the media 

in different countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El 

Salvador, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Spain, the United States, Uruguay). 

                                                 
1 AMORÓS, C. (1994). Espacio público, espacio privado y definiciones ideológicas de “lo masculino” y “lo femenino”. In 

C. AMORÓS, Feminismo, igualdad y diferencia (págs. 193-214). 

 



Periodic announcements are made to invite new people to write on the blog. In addition, the 

public can suggest names for biographies to be included on the site. The blog has given way 

to the creation of a community by promoting the empowerment of the group members and 

their followers. To work from collective intelligence is a strategic decision. One single person 

making denouncements is different from a group of 70 specialists pointing at the omissions in 

the history of architecture on a daily basis.  

On the networks 

The generation of knowledge without the patriarchal and capitalist mediations which have been imposed, too, as 

sociopolitical regulation of legitimized knowledge, without the mediation of the academia, for example. The fact 

that women – and not all women, evidently, since access to writing and social media is still mediated by material 

and symbolic conditions that depend on class, coloniality, race and, of course, gender – are being able to 

express, position and communicate – by establishing a dialog – their lives, experiences, ideas, reflections and 

knowledge while, at the same time, making these collective and, thus, generating episteme from women and 

among women is totally subversive of a system made precisely to reject this possibility. 2 

We view the use of social media as an instrument for political empowerment. In order to 

promote balance, we consider a revision of history necessary. At the beginning, biographies 

permitted both the detection of protagonists and the organization of information which was 

absent from architecture history books. We started off by thinking of a one-year-long project 

to post a biography of a woman architect daily on our website3. The site has received more 

than one million visits.  

 

The project expanded and 800 articles have been published, which has given way to us 

planning the fourth season now. In addition, the original idea branched out into actions 

related to the promotion of women in our profession. The site with the biographies served as 

a platform that extended into other spaces. Our Facebook page has more than 20,000 

followers and we are also present on Twitter and YouTube.  

 

We also take part in the radio program “Arquitectos en el Aire” (Architects on Air) with a 

bimonthly column. We have also struck up an alliance with ArchDaily / “Plataforma 

                                                 
2 Luisa Velázquez Herrera en construcción colectiva con Lesboterroristas. (s.f.). Redes Sociales y Activismo Feminista. 

Retrieved from UNESCO: 

http://www.unesco.org/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HQ/CI/CI/pdf/panel_1_4_luisa_velazquez_spanish.pdf 

3 Colectivo Un Día | Una Arquitecta. (2015). Un Día | Una arquitecta. Retrieved from 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/ 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/
https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/


Arquitectura” (Architecture Platform), the most visited website on architecture, where our 

articles are published4. Networks are, today, a power space to which we cannot turn a blind 

eye.   

 

Digital production has also led us to the writing of academic articles, such as the ones 

published in the following magazines: Res Mobilis5, Architectural Review6 and Dearq7. With 

our study of the biographies, we gained an understanding of the fact that rescuing a woman 

architect’s individual life was not enough, but that, instead, we must both allow for an 

interrelation among the biographies and carry out a different periodization, subversive of the 

one present in habitual architecture books. Apart from its being an opportunity to conduct an 

analysis and a synthesis that are absent from the individual biography format on the blog, 

publication on specialized media permits to legitimize the production performed on the 

networks. The traditional academic system witnesses a filtering of critical and, at times, 

provocative intent. On more than one occasion, the peers assessing our work have resisted 

our positions irrespective of the profuse documentation that supports them.  

 

For this work, in 2016, we received the Milka Bliznakov Award by the International Archive 

of Women in Architecture, whose headquarters is established at Virginia Tech University.  

Wikipedia 

Women’s invisibility and scarcity in the so-called information society are a fact that has been studied for years. 

Being the result of collaborative, open and free group work, Wikipedia was supposed to attract men as well as 

women. However, Wikipedia is not impervious to the prevailing power relations in our society, which produce 

unequal opportunities. Statistics show that every 100 editors, 91 of them are male.8 

Founded in 2001, Wikipedia has become, with the passing of time, a key source of 

information, as it appears as a first result page when search engines like Google are 

                                                 
4 Plataforma Arquitectura. (2017). Un día | una arquitecta en Plataforma arquitectura. Retrieved from 

https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/tag/un-dia-una-arquitecta 

5 ARIAS, D., MARCIANI, F., MOISSET, I., & MUXI, Z. (2017). Sillas Fantasmas: una antología hegemónica. Res Mobilis, 

Revista internacional de investigación en mobiliario y objetos decorativos, 6(7), 151-178. 

6 ALVAREZ, E., & GOMEZ, C. (8 de marzo de 2017). The Invisible Women: How female architects were erased from 

history. Architectural Review. 

7 MOISSET, I. (julio de 2017). Cien Arquitectas en Wikipedia. Dearq(20), 20-27. doi:10.18389/dearq20.2017.02 

8 KLEIMAN, A. P. (29 de abril de 2017). ¿A qué llamamos brecha de género en Wikipedia? Retrieved from Andrea Patricia 

Kleiman: https://andreapatriciakleiman.wordpress.com/2017/04/29/a-que-llamamos-brecha-de-genero-en-wikipedia/ 



employed. It has also turned into a source of reference for the mass media and, also, 

academic works. It is the seventh most visited site of all the web. Wikipedia repeats the 

gender stereotypes that exist in the realm of academic production.  

 

In September of 2015, the Guggenheim of Nueva York held a women-only editathon, an 

event to edit Wikipedia articles on women architects, to which the editors of “Un Día | Una 

Arquitecta” were invited to participate. Women-only editathons consist in editing events 

organized by Wikipedia with the purpose of bridging the gender gap. It is a training event on 

Wikipedia relevance criteria and the rudiments to learn how to edit an article.  

 

In order to participate, we got in contact with members of Wikimedia Argentina and the 

Wikiproject Women. The event had its headquarters in New York and more than twenty 

offices around the world. Our team created two nodes: one in Valencia (Spain), linked to the 

Polytechnic University of Valencia, and the other one in Córdoba (Argentina), linked to 

Córdoba National University, both of which enjoyed the support of Wikimedia.  

 

One of our first actions was the creation of a “category”, i.e. “women architects”. This 

category was resisted for some users thought there was no need to differentiate it from the 

already existing category “architects”. It was finally admitted, however. Sixty already written 

biographies were, thus, categorized. With the material produced by the blog “Un Día | Una 

Arquitecta”, forty additional biographies were added and, by the end of 2015, one hundred 

biographies were reached. This entailed a 5 percent of biographies of women architects 

against a 95 percent of biographies of male architects on Wikipedia in Spanish9. 

 

Since then, we have organized a total of 5 women-only editathons. Thanks to these actions, 

Wikipedia has, today, 485 biographies of women architects, which represents 12.5 percent of 

articles on architects10. 

 

                                                 
9 KLEIMAN, A. P., MARCIANI, F., & MOISSET, I. (2017). Mujeres en arquitectura - español. Retrieved from Commons: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mujeres_en_arquitectura_-_espa%C3%B1ol.pdf 

10 Mujeres latinoamericanas en la Arquitectura. (2017). Retrieved from Wikimedia: 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Mujeres_latinoamericanas_en_Wikimedia/Mujeres_latinoamericanas_en_la_Arquitectura/P

agina_1 



Awards  

The [Nobel] prize is biased toward men of European descent, and European and American researchers in 

general, a bias that is part of a larger problem of excluding women and minorities for consideration.11 

Awards in the world of architecture are a sign of prestige. Most of them serve to highlight the 

importance of the work and the career of male colleagues. Only a bit more than ten women in 

all history have been awarded a Gold Medal, a National Prize or the Pritzker Prize.12 

 

Many competitions do not reward women; other than for a cognitive bias, this happens 

because there are no women candidates nominated for a prize. Thus, from “Un día | una 

arquitecta”, we put forward Angela Perdomo’s candidacy for the nomination for “Premio 

Nacional de Urbanismo de Uruguay” (Uruguay Urbanism National Prize) in 2017, for the 

category Career. Angela Perdomo finally won together with Carlos Musso. 

 

Biennials are power spaces, inasmuch as history books contribute to canon construction. 

Therefore, it is of paramount interest for women architects to participate in the most 

important events of the profession. Given the scarcity of women architects at the Venice 

Architecture Biennial of 2016, we set up two awards: “Leona Violeta” (Violet Lioness) and 

“Scar de Oro” (Gold Scar).  

 

The “Leona Violeta” prize aims at highlighting the delegations of countries that allocate 

adequate space to the work performed by women in architecture. The “Scar de Oro” is 

awarded to the least inclusive pavilion and is decided upon by the public’s voting.    

 

According to the Venice Biennial of 2016 official webpage, it was 59 national delegations 

that presented their production, linked to the slogan “Reporting from the Front”. A jury made 

                                                 
11 EMSPAK, J. (7 de octubre de 2016). Are the Nobel Prizes Missing Female Scientists? Retrieved from Scientific 

American: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/are-the-nobel-prizes-missing-female-scientists/ 

12 Ray Eames (1979, Reino Unido) Jane Jacobs (1981, Canadá), Phyllis Lambert (1991, Canadá - 2016 Wolf Israel), Gae 

Aulenti (1991, Japón), Patricia Hopkins (1994, Reino Unido), Brit Andresen (2002, Australia), Antonia Lehmann (2004, 

Chile), Zaha Hadid (2004, Pritzker – 2009, Japón – 2016, Reino Unido), Kazujo Sejima (2006, Francia – 2010, Pritzker), 

Patricia Patkau (2009, Canadá), Kerry Clare (2010, Australia), Julia Morgan (2014, Estados Unidos), Sheila O'Donnell 

(2015, Reino Unido), Fuensanta Nieto (2015, Medalla Alvar Aalto Finlandia), Carme Pigem (2015, Francia –  2017, 

Pritzker), Denise Scott Brown (2016, Estados Unidos), Anne Lacaton (2016, Francia). 

 



up of members of “Un día / una arquitecta” conducted a survey and established the existence 

of 29 pavilions commissioned and/or curated by women. The jury made up of members of 

“Un día / una arquitecta” awarded the first shared prize to the pavilions of Mexico and 

Greece. An honorable mention was granted to the pavilion of Peru. The pavilions do not just 

have in common the presence of women among those people who both coordinate them and 

have exhibits but they also show democratic modes of material selection together with highly 

developed proposal communication actions. The competition proceedings can be accessed on 

our site13. 

 

The “Scar de Oro” prize recognizes the least inclusive pavilion. The “Un día / una arquitecta” 

survey found the existence of 7 pavilions commissioned and/or curated by men only, where 

work performed by men alone was on display. The prize was decided upon by opening the 

vote to the public. The winner turned out to be the pavilion of the Oriental Republic of 

Uruguay. The prize logo shows the Venice Biennial logo (a tied lion) and transforms it into 

the villain of the movie Lion King, thus employing irony and humor, and using networks in a 

creative and innovative manner14.  

Commitment: 30% 

“Given that co-optation exists and that in it, women are rejected, the way to reach dual representation is the 

installment system. By such system, an order principle is introduced in co-optation public systems. In addition, 

the positive discrimination principle cannot be maintained without an ample support network on its base, linked 

together by a feminist ideology, however diffuse as it may be.15 

 

There exist normalized practices among those who run institutions, those who publish work 

and those who organize events. Such practices prevent women from accessing these spaces. 

Institutions are responsible inasmuch as they lay out the rules that allow (or disallow) the 

entire population of licensed professionals to be represented. In addition, we may demand, 

adopting a bottom-up approach, that the people in charge reorient their policies with a view to 

making a more inclusive profession possible. 

                                                 
13 UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA. (2016). Premio Leona Violeta 2016. Retrieved from Un día | una arquitecta: 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/eventos/premio-leona-violeta-2016/ 

14 UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA. (2016). Scar de Oro 2016. Retrieved from Un día | una arquitecta: 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/eventos/scar-de-oro-2016/ 

15 VALCARCEL, A. (2004). La política de las mujeres. Cátedra. 



  

We, at Un día / una arquitecta”, launched a petition called Commitment 30 %, in our attempt 

to establish a minimum regarding women representation in events held in Argentina and 

Spain16. None of the institutions that have been invited to participate overtly admits to its 

being misogynist; however, tradition and “normality” impedes self-criticism. Despite having 

a great number of institutions that supported the petition, it was only endorsed by two of 

them, i.e. CPAU (The Architecture and Urbanism Professional Council) and Avellaneda 

National University. 

 

On the section All male panel, we also keep track of events that invite male architects only. 

We are interested in calling the public’s attention to this systematic phenomenon that 

contributes to the reproduction of stereotypes. Members of the public are able to report these 

events by filling out a form on our site17. 

Meetings 

Sorority is also, in essence, a strategic matter. Within this framework, the strategic construction of “solidarity 

leaderships” has been put forth in addition to “marching together”, so as to increase the possibilities for 

achievements. Shared conditions and situations as a base for a common agenda would be key in meetings and 

alliances.18 

In addition to making our presence known digitally, we have also held traditional events, 

which allow us to bond with our colleagues, speaking with them “in-the-flesh”. We organized 

the opening event in the Buenos Aires Architecture Biennial of 2015, whose venue was the 

“Centro Cultural Recoleta” auditorium. In 2016, we organized the “Un día | una arquitecta” 

meeting in Barcelona in sync with the “Congres d’Arquitectura”, held in the “Disseny HUB” 

of Barcelona and in the “Mies van der Rohe” pavilion.    

We were invited by the pavilion of Greece to take part in the Venice Biennial of 2016 while 

we were also invited to events organized in Madrid, Valencia and Las Palmas de Gran 

Canaria (Spain), Ljubljana (Slovenia), Washington DC (the United States), Salvador de Bahia 

                                                 
16 UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA. (2017). Compromiso 30%. Retrieved from Un día | una arquitecta: 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/compromiso-30/ 

17 UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA. (2017). All male panel. Retrieved from Un día | una arquitecta: 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/all-male-panel/ 

18 SALINAS MULDER, S., & ZULETA SARABIA, I. (2006). Todavía no hemos soñado suficiente. Articulación de 

Mujeres por la Equidad y la Igualdad 



(Brazil), Cochabamba (Bolivia), Quito (Ecuador), La Plata, Córdoba, Rosario, Santa Fe y 

Mar del Plata (Argentina)19. 

 

Together with the group “Propuesta Decente” (Decent Proposal), we organized a series of 

seven meetings in different cities in Argentina in 2018. In these meetings, both a woman 

architect and a male architect exhibited their work on a specific topic. In sync with this 

activity, we also created a blog in which we posted critical articles that worked as theoretical 

framework for the meetings20.  

 

Actions toward inclusion 

“When I started this project in 1979, I “simply” wanted to find out about forgotten women writers, because 

studying English literature meant almost solely studying men’s writing. I just wanted to know what was there 

and I wanted to share what I discovered with other women […] As the work continued, my perspective shifted 

[…] When I began this study, I was working on “forgotten women”. By time it was finished, I was concerned 

with the problem of what happens to subordinate groups living under reactionary regimes”21  

Human knowledge and work, which have been recorded throughout history, have not been 

neutral in terms of gender since they have only included the experience and vision of one of 

the genders, i.e. masculine gender. The concealment of women in the history of architecture, 

in particular, serves as a great opportunity to contribute to the deepening of the debate on 

what happens in a similar manner in other areas, such as art, science, and mass media.  

 

Activism, such as the one for the visibility and sociopolitical transformation of the condition 

of women architects, requires, like all types of militancy, a total dedication and action in 

public life. It needs empowerment and commitment.   

 

                                                 
19 UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA. (2018). Eventos. Retrieved from Un día | una arquitecta: 

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/eventos/ 

20 CRUCES ARQUITECTURA Y CIUDAD. (2017). Cruces Arquitectura y ciudad. Retrieved from 

https://crucesarquitecturayciudad.wordpress.com/ 

21 Elaine Hobby citada en REINHARZ, S., & DAVIDMAN, L. (1992). Feminist Methods in Social Research. Oxford 

University Press. 

 



Another vindication that connects us is the one about language. In contexts of a mostly 

Hispanic origin, we demand that Spanish be used. Neocolonialism is another form of power, 

which must be deconstructed, and which shares its base with patriarchy.   

  

We consider that a gender perspective and feminism should be the essence of a person’s 

outlook on the world and should underlie their way to act on it: a transversal look at all the 

strategies and decisions made by the representative bodies and by the referents of the 

professional and academic collective within the realm of architecture. In addition, the groups, 

such as ours, involved in the task of giving women a voice should exert their influence in the 

spaces where public opinion is formed, as a way to encourage reflection and a gender 

consciousness so as for the demands to come from the whole of society.  

 

Aware of the fact that social changes and transformations precede normative structures and 

academic organizations with a patriarchal origin, we believe that the high impact visibility 

associated with different cultural productions (such as blogs, online encyclopedias, 

exhibitions, multimedia, awards, etc.) is a way to disseminate ideas and exercise influence on 

the social imaginary, i.e. it is the path to the inclusion and the consolidation of women’s 

presence in history and in the present. 

 

 



 



 

Source: Florencia Marciani, Un día | una arquitecta 


